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WHO WE ARE

Sonia Wagner
� Licensed Clinical Social Worker
� Executive Vice President of the 

Mental Health Association of 
Rockland County

Christy Blanchette
� M.S.L.I.S
� Assistant Director, Valley Cottage 

Free Library



SOUND FAMILIAR?

• The first phone call of the day starts with, ‘I don’t know what’s wrong with you people but..’

• The two patrons you had hoped would never be in the library at the same time are in the library 
at the same time. 

• When you ask a patron singing aggressive rap lyrics to keep quiet, the reply is, ‘I’m high. Do you 
mind?’

• You politely explain to a patron that you can not provide free office supplies, and get tirade 
about veterans rights.

• A regular patron who is normally very pleasant gets unreasonably angry when told they have an 
overdue charge and starts telling you angrily that he ‘pays your salary with his taxes’.

If you’ve answered YES to any of these questions, or have a similarly perplexing 
scenario of your own, then you have chosen your conference session wisely. 



IT CAN WORK LIKE MAGIC –

Or how a potentially troublesome situation was turned into a 
positive and we made a real difference in someone’s life



LISTEN

• Use open body language



LISTEN

• Use person’s name (know it in advance or ask for it).



LISTEN

• Don’t challenge a delusion



LISTEN

• Don’t start with a rule



EMPATHIZE

“I can see how frustrating that could be.”
“I wouldn’t want someone yelling at me either.”



EMPATHIZE

Anger = Hurt
Hurt = sense of being alone and invisible



AGREE

• “I agree that its important for you to feel more/less…”
• “Sounds like you’d really like to _______. That makes perfect sense”.



PARTNER

• Allow some flexibility
• ‘Let’s look at some choices together’

• ‘Lets see what our options are’



CRISIS INTERVENTION DE-ESCALATION STEPS

Used with permission from Linda Flanders, 
Taproot, Inc. 



IT TAKES PRACTICE–
But fortunately working in a public library of any size will afford you plenty 
of opportunity to hone your skills. 

How I turned many failures into a quick success when I stopped 
explaining and started listening.



QUESTIONS?


